A recurrent concern about machine learning algorithms is that they operate as “black boxes,” making it difficult to identify how and why the algorithms reach particular decisions, recommendations, or predictions. Yet judges are confronting machine learning algorithms with increasing frequency, including in criminal, administrative, and civil cases. This Essay argues that judges should demand explanations for these algorithmic outcomes. One way to address the “black box” problem is to design systems that explain how the algorithms reach their conclusions or predictions. If and as judges demand these explanations, they will play a seminal role in shaping the nature and form of “explainable AI” (xAI). Using the tools of the common law, courts can develop what xAI should mean in different legal contexts. There are advantages to having courts to play this role: judicial reasoning that builds from the bottom up, using case-by-case consideration of the facts to produce nuanced decisions, is a pragmatic way to develop rules for xAI. Further, courts are likely to stimulate the production of different forms of xAI that are responsive to distinct legal settings and audiences. More generally, we should favor the greater involvement of public actors in shaping xAI, which to date has largely been left in private hands.

INTRODUCTION

A recurrent concern about machine learning algorithms is that they operate as “black boxes.” Because these algorithms repeatedly adjust the way that they weigh inputs to improve the accuracy of their predictions, it can be difficult to identify how and why the algorithms reach the outcomes they do. Yet humans—and the law—often desire or demand answers to the questions “Why?” and “How do you know?” One way to address the “black box” problem is to design systems that explain how the algorithms reach their conclusions or predictions. Sometimes called “explainable AI” (xAI), legal and computer science scholarship has identified various actors who could benefit from (or who should demand) xAI. These include criminal defendants who receive long sentences based on opaque predictive algorithms,1 military commanders who are

---

considering whether to deploy autonomous weapons, and doctors who worry about legal liability for using “black box” algorithms to make diagnoses. At the same time, there is a robust—but largely theoretical—debate about which algorithmic decisions require an explanation and which forms these explanations should take.

Although these conversations are critically important, they ignore a key set of actors who will interact with machine learning algorithms with increasing frequency and whose lifeblood is real-world controversies: judges. This Essay argues that judges will confront a variety of cases in which they should demand explanations for algorithmic decisions, recommendations, or predictions. If and as they demand these explanations, judges will play a seminal role in shaping the nature and form of xAI. Using the tools of the common law, courts can develop what xAI should mean in different legal contexts, including criminal, administrative, and civil cases. Further, there are advantages to having courts play this role: judicial reasoning that builds from the bottom up, using case-by-case consideration of the facts to produce nuanced decisions, is a pragmatic way to develop rules for xAI. In addition, courts are likely to stimulate (directly or indirectly) the production of different forms of xAI that are responsive to distinct legal settings and audiences. At a more theoretical level, we should favor the greater involvement of public actors in shaping xAI, which to date has largely been left in private hands.

Part I of this Essay introduces the idea of xAI. It identifies the types of concerns that machine learning raises and that xAI may assuage. It then considers some forms of xAI that currently exist and discusses the advantages to each form. Finally, it identifies some of the basic xAI-related choices judges will need to make when they need or wish to understand how a given algorithm operates.


4. See, e.g., Lilian Edwards & Michael Veale, Slave to the Algorithm? Why a ‘Right to an Explanation’ Is Probably Not the Remedy You Are Looking for, 16 Duke L. & Tech. Rev. 18, 67 (2017) [hereinafter Edwards & Veale, Slave to the Algorithm] (questioning whether xAI will be useful because “[i]ndividual data subjects are not empowered to make use of the kind of algorithmic explanations they are likely to be offered” but ignoring the possible role for courts as users of xAI).

5. Cf. Andrew Tutt, An FDA for Algorithms, 69 Admin. L. Rev. 83, 109 (2017) (proposing a federal statutory standard for explainability and arguing that “[i]f explainability can be built into algorithmic design, the presence of a federal standard could nudge companies developing machine-learning algorithms into incorporating explainability from the outset”). I share Andrew Tutt’s view that it is possible to provide incentives for designers to incorporate xAI into their products, but I believe that there are advantages to developing these rules using common law processes.
Against that background, the Essay then turns to two concrete areas of law in which judges are likely to play a critical role in fleshing out whether xAI is required and, if so, what forms it should take. Part II considers the use of machine learning in agency rulemaking and adjudication and argues that judges should insist on some level of xAI in evaluating the reasons an agency gives when it produces a rule or decision using algorithmic processes. Further, if agencies employ advanced algorithms to help them sort through high volumes of comments on proposed rules, judges should seek explanations about those algorithms’ parameters and training. In both cases, if judges demand xAI as part of the agency’s reason-giving process, agency heads themselves will presumably insist that their agencies regularly employ xAI in anticipation of litigation.

Part III explores the use of predictive algorithms in criminal sentencing. These algorithms predict the likelihood that a defendant will commit additional crimes in the future. Here, the judge herself is the key consumer of the algorithm’s recommendations, and has a variety of incentives—including the need to give reasons for a sentence, concerns about reversal on appeal, a desire to ensure due process, and an interest in demonstrating institutional integrity—to demand explanations for how the sentencing algorithm functions.

As courts employ and develop existing case law in the face of predictive algorithms that arise in an array of litigation, they will create the “common law of xAI,” law sensitive to the requirements of different audiences (judges, juries, plaintiffs, or defendants) and different uses for the explanations given (criminal, civil, or administrative law settings). A nuanced common law of xAI will also provide important incentives and feedback to algorithm developers as they seek to translate what are currently theoretical debates into concrete xAI tools. Courts should focus on the power of xAI to identify algorithmic error and bias and the need
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6. For the argument that judicial review of agency rulemaking employs common law methodologies, see Jack M. Beermann, Common Law and Statute Law in Administrative Law, 63 Admin. L. Rev. 1, 3 (2011).


8. See Finale Doshi-Velez & Mason Kortz, Berkman Klein Ctr. Working Grp. on Explanation & the Law, Accountability of AI Under the Law: The Role of Explanation 12 (2017), https://arxiv.org/pdf/1711.01134.pdf ("As we have little data to determine the actual costs of requiring AI systems to generate explanations, the role of explanation in ensuring accountability must also be re-evaluated from time to time, to adapt with the ever-changing technology landscape.").

9. At least one scholarly piece has concluded that “there is some danger of research and legislative efforts being devoted to creating rights to a form of transparency that may not be feasible, and may not match user needs.” Edwards & Veale, Slave to the Algorithm, supra note 4, at 22. A common law approach to xAI can help ensure that the solutions are both feasible and match user needs in specific cases.
for xAI to be comprehensible to the relevant audience. Further, they should be attuned to dynamic developments in xAI decisions across categories of cases when looking for relevant precedent and guidance.

I. THE WHAT AND WHY OF EXPLAINABLE AI

Artificial intelligence is a notoriously capacious and slippery term. Generally, it refers to “a set of techniques aimed at approximating some aspect of human or animal cognition using machines.”¹⁰ More concretely, scientists and scholars often use the term to encompass technologies that include machine learning, speech recognition, natural language processing, and image recognition.¹¹ Machine learning systems and algorithms, the driving force behind many AI developments, are valuable because of their ability to learn for themselves “how to detect useful patterns in massive data sets and put together information in ways that yield remarkably accurate predictions or estimations.”¹² Many machine learning systems are trained on large amounts of data and adjust their own parameters to improve the reliability of their predictions over time.¹³ Machine learning tools hold out the possibility of making more accurate decisions, faster, based on far larger quantities of data than humans can process and manipulate.¹⁴ Importantly, though, because a machine learning system learns on its own and adjusts its parameters in ways its programmers do not specifically dictate, it often remains unclear precisely how the system reaches its predictions or recommendations.¹⁵ This is particularly true for “deep learning” systems that use “neural networks,” which are intended to replicate neural processes in the human brain.¹⁶ Deep learning systems use nodes, arranged in multiple layers, which transfer information to each other and learn on their own how to weigh

---

¹¹ Artificial Intelligence, Lexico, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/artificial_intelligence [https://perma.cc/MNB4-ZENF] (last visited Oct. 15, 2019) (defining “artificial intelligence” as “[t]he theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages”).
¹² Cary Coglianese & David Lehr, Transparency and Algorithmic Governance, 71 Admin. L. Rev. 1, 6 (2019) [hereinafter Coglianese & Lehr, Governance]; see also id. at 14–16 (describing how machine learning differs from traditional statistical techniques).
¹⁴ See Coglianese & Lehr, Governance, supra note 12, at 16.
connections between nodes to correctly interpret objects in, say, a video image.\textsuperscript{17}

Notwithstanding its potential benefits, the use of machine learning has prompted a number of concerns, especially when the systems make predictions that affect people’s liberty, safety, or privacy. One strand of criticism focuses on the ways in which these algorithms can replicate and exacerbate societal biases in light of the data on which scientists train them. Another line of critiques questions the accuracy of various machine learning predictions, with objectors claiming that tools such as criminal justice algorithms predict recidivism less accurately than humans.\textsuperscript{18}

A third concern, and the one most salient to this Essay, centers on the lack of information about how the algorithm arrives at its results—the “black box” problem.\textsuperscript{19} The inability to parse the reasons behind the algorithm’s recommendations can harm those affected by the recommendations. Opaque algorithms can undercut people’s sense of fairness and trust—particularly when used by the government—and in the criminal justice setting can undercut a defendant’s right to present a defense. This Essay focuses on algorithms’ lack of transparency and interpretability for two related reasons. First, shedding light on how an algorithm produces its recommendations can help address the other two critiques, by allowing observers to identify biases and errors in the algorithm.\textsuperscript{20} Second, computer scientists have begun to make promising inroads into the problem by developing what is often referred to as “explainable AI.”\textsuperscript{21}

\textsuperscript{17} See Farrant & Ford, supra note 16, at 400–01.


\textsuperscript{20} Finale Doshi-Velez & Been Kim, Towards a Rigorous Science of Interpretable Machine Learning 1, 3 (2017), https://arxiv.org/pdf/1702.08608.pdf \[https://perma.cc/ALR4-DM7J\] (“If the system can explain its reasoning, we then can verify whether that reasoning is sound with respect to . . . other desiderata—such as fairness, privacy, reliability, robustness, causality, usability and trust . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{21} For a recent survey of developments in xAI, see Leilani H. Gilpin, David Bau, Ben Z. Yuan, Ayesha Bajwa, Michael Specter & Lalana Kagal, Explaining Explanations: An Overview of Interpretability of Machine Learning, arXiv (May 31, 2018), https://arxiv.org/pdf/1806.00069.pdf \[https://perma.cc/3SG4-G5GA\] (last updated Feb. 3, 2019). One reason for recent progress in this area is the entry into force of the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation, which contains provisions that arguably give individuals affected by purely algorithmic decisions a “right to an explanation.” See Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the Protection of Natural Persons with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data, and Repealing Directive 95/46/EC, arts. 13–15, 2016 O.J. (L 119) 41–43 (providing rights to “meaningful information about the logic involved” in certain automated decisions). The existence of these provisions, coupled with a lack of detail about what form those explanations must take, has triggered extensive discussions in
xAI encompasses a range of efforts to explain—or help humans interpret—how a particular machine learning model reached its conclusion. The concept of an explanation here “has come to refer to providing insight into the internal state of an algorithm, or to human-understandable approximations of the algorithm.”22 xAI provides a variety of benefits: It can foster trust between humans and the system,23 identify cases in which the system appears to be biased or unfair, and bolster our own knowledge of how the world works.24 As discussed below, in legal settings xAI can benefit judges who wish to rely on the algorithms for decisional support, litigants who seek to persuade judges that their use of algorithms is defensible, and defendants who wish to challenge predictions about their dangerousness.25 xAI is not without costs, however. Most significantly, making an algorithm explainable may result in a decrease in its accuracy.26 xAI may also stifle innovation, force developers to reveal trade secrets, and impose high monetary costs because xAI can be expensive to build.27

Fortunately, a variety of xAI currently exists, and computer scientists continue to develop new forms of it.28 Some machine learning models are built to be intrinsically explainable, yet these models are often less

the legal and machine learning communities about how and in what form to explain the results of highly complex algorithms to experts and nonexperts.

22. Sandra Wachter, Brent Mittelstadt & Chris Russell, Counterfactual Explanations Without Opening the Black Box: Automated Decisions and the GDPR, 31 Harv. J.L. & Tech. 841, 850 (2018); see also Doshi-Velez & Kim, supra note 20, at 2 (defining interpretability as the “ability to explain or to present in understandable terms to a human”).

23. See Knight, supra note 15, at 61 (describing “explainability as the core of the evolving relationship between humans and intelligent machines”); Turek, supra note 2 (“Explainable AI—especially explainable machine learning—will be essential if future warfighters are to understand, appropriately trust, and effectively manage an emerging generation of artificially intelligent machine partners.”).

24. See Doshi-Velez & Kim, supra note 20, at 3.

25. See, e.g., Robin A. Smith, Opening the Lid on Criminal Sentencing Software, Duke Today (July 19, 2017), https://today.duke.edu/2017/07/opening-lid-criminal-sentencing-software [https://perma.cc/F63A-VWLQ] (“Using... machine learning, Rudin and colleagues are training computers to build statistical models to predict future criminal behavior... that are just as accurate as black-box models, but more transparent and easier to interpret.”).

26. See Doshi-Velez & Kortz, supra note 8, at 2 (“[E]xplanation would come at the price of system accuracy or other performance objective[s].”).

27. See id. at 2, 12 (“Requiring every AI system to explain every decision could result in less efficient systems, forced design choices, and a bias towards explainable but sub-optimal outcomes.”).

28. This Essay’s discussion of categories of xAI is necessarily simplified, because there are a wide range of approaches to categorizing xAI and the nomenclature is unsettled. For a survey of the literature on types of xAI and a detailed taxonomy thereof, see Riccardo Guidotti, Anna Monreale, Salvatore Ruggieri, Franco Turini, Dino Pedreschi & Fosca Giannotti, A Survey of Methods for Explaining Black Box Models 6–8 (2018), https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.01933.pdf [https://perma.cc/P8PH-Z5V7].
complex as a result and tend to be less accurate in their predictions.\(^{29}\) Another set of models is not intrinsically explainable. For these models, computer scientists have taken two basic approaches.\(^{30}\) One type (which this Essay terms an “\textit{exogenous} approach”) does not attempt to actually explain the inner workings of (that is, the reasoning of) the machine learning algorithm. Instead, it attempts to provide relevant information to the algorithm’s user or subject about how the model works using extrinsic, orthogonal methods.\(^{31}\) A second type of approach actually attempts to explain or replicate the model’s reasoning, and sometimes is referred to as a “\textit{decompositional} approach.”\(^{32}\)

Exogenous xAI approaches can either be \textit{model-centric} or \textit{subject-centric}.\(^{33}\) A model-centric approach, also referred to as global interpretability,\(^{34}\) might involve, for instance, explaining the creator’s intentions behind the modelling process, the family of model the system uses, the parameters the creators specified before training the system, qualitative descriptions of the input data the creator used to train the model, how the model performed on new data, and how the creators tested the data for undesirable properties.\(^{35}\) In other words, this constitutes a thick description of the parts of the model that are knowable. A different type of model-centric approach might audit the outcomes of the machine learning system.\(^{36}\) This approach would scour the system’s decisions or recommendations for appearances of bias or error. Model-centric approaches attempt to explain the whole model, rather than its performance...
in a particular case, and can help ensure that decisions are being made in a procedurally regular way.37

A subject-centric approach, also referred to as local interpretability,38 in contrast, might provide the subject of a recommendation or decision with information about the characteristics of individuals who received similar decisions.39 Another subject-centric approach involves the use of counterfactuals.40 Here, people seeking to understand which factors may have most affected the algorithm’s recommendation about them may, using that same algorithm, tweak the input factors to test how much a given factor mattered in the original recommendation.41 For example, an algorithm that deems someone convicted of an offense to be at high risk of reoffending could be tested with counterfactuals to see whether the recommendation would have been different if the person were ten years older, or had one fewer arrest. The counterfactual approach could take different forms: It might present several “close possible worlds” or one “closest possible world,” and it might alter one factor or several different factors.42 One advantage of an exogenous approach is that it does “not require the data subject to understand any of the internal logic of a model in order to make use of it.”43 Subject-centric approaches can be particularly useful for individuals who are seeking to understand “if and how they might achieve a different outcome”; they empower an individual

37. See Edwards & Veale, Slave to the Algorithm, supra note 4, at 55–56.
38. See Sarkar, supra note 29 (defining local interpretability as trying to understand why the model made a particular decision in a single instance).
39. See Edwards & Veale, Slave to the Algorithm, supra note 4, at 58.
40. See Wachter et al., supra note 22, at 845 (“In the existing literature, ‘explanation’ typically refers to an attempt to convey the internal state or logic of an algorithm that leads to a decision. In contrast, counterfactuals describe a dependency on the external facts that led to that decision.”).
41. See id. at 854, 881–82 (discussing implementation options); see also Danielle Keats Citron & Frank Pasquale, The Scored Society: Due Process for Automated Predictions, 89 Wash. L. Rev. 1, 28–29 (2014) (proposing a system to allow consumers to enter “hypothetical alterations” to their credit histories to see how the alterations affect their score).
42. See Wachter et al., supra note 22, at 848 (“Such considerations [relevant to which type of counterfactual you produce] may include the capabilities of the individual concerned, sensitivity, mutability of the variables involved in a decision, and ethical or legal requirements for disclosure.”); id. at 851 (noting that one could offer “multiple diverse counterfactual explanations to the data subject”); see also Edwards & Veale, Slave to the Algorithm, supra note 4, at 63 (describing how counterfactual models can allow individuals to view and reflect upon the decisions about other users).
43. Wachter et al., supra note 22, at 851; id. at 860 (“[C]ounterfactuals bypass the substantial challenge of explaining the internal workings of complex machine learning systems,” providing information that “is both easily digestible and practically useful for understanding the reasons for a decision, challenging them, and altering future behaviour for a better result.”).
to more effectively navigate and challenge the process in a particular case.44

An alternative to these exogenous approaches is a category of xAI that attempts to explain (or “decompose”) the model’s reasoning. The most obvious way to do so is to reveal the source code for the machine learning model, but that approach will often prove unsatisfactory (because of the way machine learning works and because most people will not be able to understand the code).45 More nuanced alternatives exist, however. One approach is to create a second system alongside the original “black box” model, sometimes called a “surrogate model.”46 A surrogate model works by analyzing featured input and output pairs but does not have access to the internal weights of the model itself.47 For instance, scholars constructed a decision tree that effectively mirrored the computations of a black box model that predicted patients’ risk for diabetes. The decision tree allowed computer scientists to track which factors (such as cholesterol level, nicotine dependence, and edema) the black box model weighed in making its risk assessments.48 In a legal setting, this approach might entail creating a decision tree that accurately reconstructs the decisions of a self-driving car’s black box algorithms in a product liability case, for example. These systems closely approximate the predictions made by an underlying model, while being interpretable.49

There are a host of ways in which machine learning algorithms will find their way into court in coming years. As a result, the courts themselves will be important actors in the machine learning ecosystem that is working to decide when, how, and in what form to develop xAI for algorithms. In specific cases, courts will need to consider a range of questions: Who is the audience for the explanation, and how simple or complex should the explanation be? How long should it take the user to understand the explanation?50 What structure or form should the xAI take: lines of code, visual presentations, manipulable programs?51 What

45. Kroll et al., supra note 36, at 638–39 (arguing that revealing source code is a misguided way of creating algorithmic accountability).
49. See id.
50. See Doshi-Velez & Kim, supra note 20, at 7–8.
51. See Wachter et al., supra note 22, at 872 (noting that one could disclose the algorithm’s source code, formula, weights, and full set of variables).
factors should the explanation focus on? When should xAI be model-centric and when should it be subject-centric? If there are trade secrets at issue, should the court review the algorithm in camera or request an independent peer review under a nondisclosure agreement? More generally, what will constitute a “meaningful explanation”? Judges are well positioned in this ecosystem to develop pragmatic approaches to xAI, even though they are not—indeed, because they are not—experts in machine learning technology.

To understand how these questions may arise concretely in practice, the next Parts identify and analyze two legal settings in which courts soon will need to make decisions about the types of xAI that are helpful—or that may even be legally required.

II. ALGORITHMS IN AGENCY RULEMAKING AND ADJUDICATION

Scholars have begun to consider the ways in which machine learning algorithms could advance the work of administrative agencies. Cary Coglianese and David Lehr write, “[N]ational security and law enforcement agencies are starting to rely on machine learning . . . . [O]ther government agencies have also begun to explore uses of machine learning, revealing growing recognition of its promise across a variety of policy settings and at all levels of government.” Machine learning algorithms

52. See Coglianese & Lehr, Governance, supra note 12, at 49 (suggesting these two methods of review as ways to balance the need for transparency in administrative decision-making with the need to protect trade secrets).


54. See generally, e.g., Citron, supra note 19 (expressing concern that automated decisionmaking will undermine procedural safeguards and displace expert reasoning); Cary Coglianese & David Lehr, Regulating by Robot: Administrative Decision Making in the Machine-Learning Era, 105 Geo. L.J. 1147 (2017) [hereinafter Coglianese & Lehr, Regulating by Robot] (arguing that the use of machine learning in administrative actions does not violate the nondelegation doctrine, due process, equal protection, or the reasoned explanation requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act); Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar, Cyberdelegation and the Administrative State, in Administrative Law from the Inside Out: Essays on Themes in the Work of Jerry L. Mashaw 134 (Nicholas R. Parillo ed., 2017) (highlighting the potential tradeoff between the increased precision of artificial intelligence decisionmaking and the risk of displacing agency deliberation about social welfare); Benjamin Alarie, Anthony Niblett & Albert Yoon, Regulation by Machine (Dec. 1, 2016) (unpublished manuscript), https://ssrn.com/abstract=2878950 (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (envisioning that agencies may deploy algorithms to predict how courts will decide administrative law cases).

55. Coglianese & Lehr, Regulating by Robot, supra note 54, at 1161; see also Coglianese & Lehr, Governance, supra note 12, at 3 (“Scholars and policy officials alike see increasing promise for the use of machine-learning algorithms by administrative agencies in a range of domestic policy areas.”).
offer the potential to support agency rulemaking and also perhaps adjudications. Virtually all of the scholars who have studied the issue anticipate that agencies’ use of algorithms will only increase in coming years.

Consider how agencies might deploy machine learning algorithms to facilitate rulemaking. Justice Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar writes, “Over time, neural networks and genetic algorithms will almost certainly inform judgments about the proper scope of a rule . . . .” Coglianese and Lehr go further, envisioning truly autonomous rulemaking in areas such as SEC regulation of high-speed electronic trading or Treasury Department regulations that respond to real-time market changes suggestive of systemic risk. They even envision multiagent systems, where machine learning algorithms would model different forecasts for different values to be traded off, and a separate machine learning system representing the agency would pick the model (and hence the rule) that maximizes the objective selected by humans.

Another opportunity for the use of machine learning algorithms in the agency setting might be to parse and summarize voluminous public comments provided as part of notice and comment rulemaking. Further, as noted above, agencies might turn to machine learning to help them conduct adjudications. This could include using algorithms to predict pilot competence and grant pilot’s licenses, forecast the effects of a proposed merger on competition, or decide disability claims. None of these processes will exclude the human role entirely—at the very least, computer scientists must code agency “values” into the algorithms in the form of ones and zeros—but machine learning–driven rulemaking and adjudication may embody a host of decisional steps that are nontransparent and difficult to trace.

Courts are likely to confront all of these agency uses of algorithms. Under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), courts generally may
review final agency actions. For example, in the informal rulemaking context, courts may review agency factual determinations and discretionary decisions and set aside those actions that are arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. In that context, the Supreme Court requires an agency to "examine the relevant data and articulate a satisfactory explanation for its action including a 'rational connection between the facts found and the choice made.' " More recently, the Court confirmed that the courts' role involves "examining the reasons for agency decisions—or, as the case may be, the absence of such reasons." Agencies also are expected to address salient points raised in public comments. That said, courts will give an agency particular deference when the agency is making predictions within its area of expertise that involve technical matters ("at the frontiers of science").

Agency reason-giving thus plays an important role in defending the rules that agencies produce. Yet reason-giving can be complicated, if not confounded, by machine learning algorithms. An agency that has relied heavily on a machine learning algorithm prediction about the impact of a particular chemical on human health or about the population trajectory of a threatened species may need to share with the court the types of data it used, the type of machine learning model it used, the algorithm's error rate, and—possibly—the way the algorithm functioned to produce its prediction. It is not yet clear precisely what courts will demand of agencies in this setting, or how agencies will respond.

Some scholars are relatively sanguine about the ease with which courts will adjust to the growing use of algorithms by agencies. For example, Coglianese and Lehr argue that current legal standards in administrative law do not demand anything close to transparency, that courts apply a deferential standard to agency rulemaking that relies on complex modelling, and that agencies will generally be able to meet that standard if they can show that the algorithm has performed as intended and achieves a justified objective. Other scholars are more skeptical. Danielle Citron, for instance, worries that opaque algorithms impair meaningful judicial review because courts cannot see the rules that are

65. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A); see also id. § 553.
68. Perez v. Mortg. Bankers Ass’n, 135 S. Ct. 1199, 1203 (2015) ("An agency must consider and respond to significant comments received during the period for public comment.").
70. See Cuéllar, supra note 54, at 151–52 (noting that courts may want to understand how that process occurred and how users tested the system to ensure those values were fairly captured in the output).
71. See Coglianese & Lehr, Governance, supra note 12, at 35–36, 39, 47–49.
actually applied in a given case.\textsuperscript{72} One possibility is that a court could re-
duce its level of deference to an agency decision when the agency de-
ployed a black-box algorithm purchased from the private sector, because
the court concludes that the agency is making a prediction based on pri-
ivate sector expertise, not its own.

Whether optimistic or pessimistic about the way courts will address
these challenges, many scholars take comfort in xAI’s possibilities. Justice
Cuéllar contemplates that machine learning algorithms may help agen-
cies withstand judicial scrutiny, because he assumes that their use could
“conceivably yield greater transparency by making it easier to follow what
precise considerations were used in driving a particular outcome.”\textsuperscript{73} This
is only true, of course, if some form of xAI accompanies the algorithm.
Likewise, Coglianese and Lehr admit that xAI will make it easier to de-
 fend an extensive use of machine learning algorithms by agencies. They
highlight the “widening panoply of techniques that data scientists are
developing to make learning algorithms more explainable” and note that
even when the government uses algorithms to make individual-level
predictions, “government agencies will likely have strategies available to
them to provide individual-level explanations.”\textsuperscript{74} In short, xAI is likely to
serve as an important linchpin in agencies’ transition from human-
dominated decisionmaking to machine-dominated decisionmaking. Yet
none of these scholars focus on the direct role that the courts will play in
affecting xAI itself.

As courts work through administrative law cases involving machine
learning algorithms, they will play a significant role in shaping the xAI
ecosystem. The extent to which courts seek information about the inputs,
outputs, and reliability of agency algorithms or express interest in testing
counterfactuals will give concrete form to current xAI discussions, which
are happening largely in the abstract. Courts’ approaches to agency algo-
rithms in rulemaking settings might prompt developers to pursue exo-
genous xAI approaches, using model-centric explanations to defend the
overall workings and reliability of the algorithm. Courts’ approaches to
agency algorithms in adjudication, in contrast, might lead developers to
pursue decompositional approaches, using subject-centric explanations
to defend the specific adjudicatory choices made. The healthy and grow-
ing set of xAI tools means that there is a range of choices from which to
draw—and, as of now, no statutory guidance about xAI.

The prospect of courts being able to select the proper xAI tool for a
given situation is a good thing, for all of the reasons that we celebrate the

\textsuperscript{72} Citron, supra note 19, at 1298.
\textsuperscript{73} Cuéllar, supra note 54, at 142, 153. Cuéllar seems less sanguine about situations
in which xAI is not available, noting with concern that decisions could “be made on a basis
phenomenologically different from what could easily be understood or even explained by
human participants.” Id. at 157.
\textsuperscript{74} Coglianese & Lehr, Governance, supra note 12, at 6, 55.
strengths of the common law. Courts can move “cautiously and incrementally” as they sort out what types of xAI will be effective and realistically achievable in explaining different types of agency algorithms. The courts will confront a set of concrete facts, and can, as a result, produce context-sensitive holdings that do not attempt to impose broad policies on xAI developments. Further, the courts here will build on existing case law that fleshes out the requirements of the APA, modestly adjusting that case law for situations in which the use of this new technology raises unanswered questions.

xAI may also mitigate changes in the law that otherwise could result from the technological disruptions wrought by machine learning. For example, if courts become concerned about continuing to accord deference to agency decisionmakers who rely heavily on algorithms or worry about granting opaque algorithmic decisionmaking a “presumption of regularity,” xAI may help assuage these concerns. Agencies may perceive the advantages of adopting xAI as a means to address judicial concerns ex ante and thus to minimize disadvantageous doctrinal changes. Although common law xAI will, at least initially, offer less predictability than a federal xAI statute would, it can more easily take into account technological developments in xAI, and it can be more sensitive to what is both necessary and possible in a given setting.

III. CRIMINAL SENTENCING ALGORITHMS

In the administrative law setting, judges will sit as neutral reviewers of an agency’s use of machine learning algorithms. In the criminal justice setting, judges themselves may be the ones using those algorithms.
Here, too, they may—and should—demand certain explanations for how those algorithms work, to ensure that the algorithms are trustworthy and fair. Defense counsel also are likely to press prosecutors and algorithm developers for explanations, which in turn may stimulate judges to do the same.

Officials in the criminal justice system often need to predict how likely a person is to commit a dangerous act.\(^81\) In the bail context, for example, judges must assess whether individuals are likely to return to court for trial and whether they are likely to engage in criminal acts if they are not kept in detention before trial.\(^82\) When sentencing a defendant, the judge considers in part how likely it is that the person will reoffend if released after a particular period.\(^83\) These data-driven algorithms have the potential to help decisionmakers avoid relying on intuition and personal biases and to allow governments to reduce jail populations without affecting public safety.\(^84\) As a result, the criminal justice system has seen a widespread and growing use of predictive algorithms in the bail, sentencing, and parole contexts.\(^85\)

Notwithstanding their potential, these algorithms have come under intense criticism. Some critiques focus on the idea that the data on which Justice System, 2016 Mich. St. L. Rev. 947, 997 (discussing machine learning criminal justice algorithms and noting that judges need to understand the factors that the algorithm used and the historical accuracy of the algorithm’s results). Even if criminal justice algorithms currently do not use advanced machine learning, scholars have argued that they soon will. See, e.g., Richard Berk, Criminal Justice Forecasts of Risk: A Machine Learning Approach 110-11 (2012) ("Actuarial methods are changing rapidly. Forecasts increasingly exploit enormous datasets that are routinely available in real time."); Richard Berk & Jordan Hyatt, Machine Learning Forecasts of Risk to Inform Sentencing Decisions, 27 Fed. Sent’g Rep. 222, 222 (2015) (arguing that machine learning forecasting methods will produce more accurate forecasts than more traditional regression analyses).

83. See Sonja B. Starr, Evidence-Based Sentencing and the Scientific Rationalization of Discrimination, 66 Stan. L. Rev. 803, 809 (2014) (noting that evidence-based sentencing is designed to assist judges in pursuit of sentencing objectives that are centered on reducing the defendant’s future crime risk).
computer scientists train the algorithms are racially biased. Others argue that the algorithms are no better at predicting recidivism than are humans who lack criminal justice expertise. Finally, many object to the fact that the algorithms’ structure, contents, and testing are opaque. This latter concern came to a head in State v. Loomis, a case in which a defendant challenged the judge’s use of a sentencing algorithm called Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS) that had categorized him as posing a “high risk of recidivism.” The defendant argued that the court’s use of the risk assessment violated his due process rights, in part because he was not able to assess COMPAS’s accuracy.

The Wisconsin Supreme Court upheld his sentence. Nevertheless, the majority and a concurring Justice expressed caution about the use of opaque sentencing algorithms. The majority required future presentence investigation reports to contain warnings about the limitations of COMPAS, in order to avoid potential due process violations. In concurrence, Justice Shirley Abrahamson stated that “this court’s lack of understanding of COMPAS was a significant problem in the instant case.” She noted that “making a record, including a record explaining consideration of the evidence-based tools and the limitations and strengths thereof, is part of the long-standing, basic requirement that a circuit court explain its exercise of discretion at sentencing.” Even the U.S. government brief, filed to oppose the defendant’s petition for writ of certiorari in the U.S. Supreme Court, conceded that “[s]ome uses of an undisclosed risk-assessment algorithm might raise due process concerns—if, for example, a defendant is denied access to the factual inputs

87. See, e.g., State v. Loomis, 881 N.W.2d 749, 775 n.3 (Wis. 2016) (Abrahamson, J., concurring) (acknowledging that studies differ on the accuracy of the recidivism scores of Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS)); Dressel & Farid, supra note 18, at 1 (concluding that nonexperts are “as accurate and fair as COMPAS at predicting recidivism” and noting the inefficacy of its more sophisticated features).
89. Loomis, 881 N.W.2d at 753, 755.
90. Id. at 757.
91. Id. at 772.
92. See id. at 769–70.
93. Id. at 774 (Abrahamson, J., concurring) (noting that, “[a]t oral argument, the court repeatedly questioned both the State’s and defendant’s counsel about how COMPAS works” but that “[f]ew answers were available”).
94. Id. at 775.
about his criminal and personal history, or if his risk scores form part of a sentencing ‘matrix’ or establish a ‘presumptive’ term of imprisonment.”

Perhaps not surprisingly, some jurisdictions are shifting away from opaque commercial algorithms such as the one used in *Loomis* and toward algorithms that use public data and publicly available source codes. Even those jurisdictions may retain an interest in xAI, because source codes alone are typically not self-explanatory. In particular, though, it is the courts in jurisdictions that continue to rely on opaque predictive algorithms that may—and should—become more aggressive in demanding xAI. There are a host of reasons why they might do so. First, both federal and state courts often face statutory requirements to justify the sentences they impose. This allows the public to evaluate the reasonableness of the sentence and see what factual findings the judge made; it also permits review by appellate courts. Judges who rely in part on sentencing algorithms might believe that they need to understand the parameters of the algorithms to articulate the reasons for using them. Second, judges serve as a bulwark to ensure accuracy and fairness in sentencing; demanding xAI will help judges evaluate whether the algorithms meet that standard or contain significant errors. Third, judges might demand xAI to ensure the institutional integrity of the courts, which is undercut if courts use unreliable sources of guidance. Fourth, judges

---


97. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 3553(c) (2012) (requiring that the “court, at the time of sentencing, shall state in open court the reasons for its imposition of the particular sentence,” including specific reasons for sentencing outside the range); Heather Young Keagle, Appellate Div., N.J. Superior Court, Manual on New Jersey Sentencing Law 11 (rev. 2019), https://njcourts.gov/attorneys/assets/attysresources/manualsentencinglaw.pdf [https://perma.cc/UQ77-7U32] (“At the time of sentencing, the court must state reasons for imposing such sentence including . . . the factual basis supporting a finding of particular aggravating or mitigating factors affecting sentence.” (quoting State v. Fuentes, 85 A.3d 923, 932 (N.J. 2014))).


might insist on some form of xAI because they are worried about being reversed on appeal for relying on a flawed or poorly understood tool. Finally, judges may demand xAI at the behest of defense counsel, to facilitate adversarial challenges and promote procedural fairness.

What form is xAI likely to take here? In the administrative law context, the audiences for the xAI (executive agencies, judges, and corporate or interest-group plaintiffs) are likely to be sophisticated actors. In the criminal justice setting, there are three main audiences: (1) judges, (2) defendants, and (3) their lawyers. Some judges and defense counsel will be sophisticated repeat players, but the defendants themselves are likely to have little experience with algorithms—and indeed judges themselves will have different levels of experience with tools such as regression analyses.100 Judges might be more interested in model-centric explanations, while recognizing that defendants may need subject-centric xAI. Both audiences might benefit from being able to run counterfactuals through the system as well. Judges will have to decide whether to demand one or the other forms of xAI—or both.

Judges will encounter pushback from the producers of proprietary algorithms, who have resisted revealing information about the workings of their algorithms on the basis of trade secrets claims.101 There are ways to protect such secrets, however, including by issuing protective orders.102 Further, it might be possible to build a surrogate model of the sentencing algorithm that sheds light on its functioning without forcing the producer to reveal trade secrets. In those cases, xAI may play an important role in counterbalancing trade secrets claims such as those in play in Loomis.

There is another, less obvious advantage to judges’ use of xAI in the criminal justice setting. A persistent concern about machine learning algorithms is that they produce “automation bias”—a tendency to unduly accept a machine’s recommendation.103 Putting xAI in front of judges

100. This level of experience presumably will increase over time as more machine learning tools find their way into the practice of law.


102. See id. at 1409–10.

may lead them to question an algorithm’s conclusions in a way that helps them avoid succumbing to automation bias.\textsuperscript{104}

In light of the various benefits of xAI and a growing number of xAI tools in the toolbox, one puzzle is why courts have not already begun to insist on xAI when confronted with machine learning algorithms in criminal justice settings. Is it because the idea of xAI is nascent? Because the use of algorithms in the criminal justice context is only now starting to receive widespread scrutiny and criticism? Because of trade secrets hurdles? Or because the courts themselves currently lack the confidence to understand and use xAI?\textsuperscript{105} It is likely a combination of all of these factors. However, as the use of machine learning and, concomitantly, xAI spreads, the courtroom is a fertile ground in which to connect xAI to real-world challenges.

CONCLUSION

Agency rulemaking and criminal justice are hardly the only areas of law in which courts will confront machine learning algorithms. Other possible legal contexts include product liability litigation involving self-driving cars or the internet of things,\textsuperscript{106} litigation challenging school districts’ use of algorithms for teacher evaluations,\textsuperscript{107} malpractice litigation against doctors who rely on medical algorithms for diagnoses,\textsuperscript{108} individual challenges to governmental decisions to freeze people’s assets based on algorithmic recommendations,\textsuperscript{109} defendants’ challenges to police


\textsuperscript{105}. Lilian Edwards & Michael Veale, Enslaving the Algorithm: From a “Right to an Explanation” to a “Right to Better Decisions”?, 16 IEEE Security & Privacy 46, 53 (2018) [hereinafter Edwards & Veale, Enslaving the Algorithm] (“It seems quite likely that courts will be reluctant to become activists about disclosures of source code, let alone algorithmic training sets and models, until they feel more confident of their ability to comprehend and use such evidence—which may take some time.”).


\textsuperscript{107}. See Coglianese & Lehr, Governance, supra note 12, at 37–38 (discussing litigation by teachers over a school district’s use of algorithms to rate teachers’ performance).


\textsuperscript{109}. See Cuéllar, supra note 54, at 144 (describing the potential use of algorithms to include decisions to freeze individuals’ assets).
stops based on the use of “automated suspicion” algorithms,110 government requests for Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act orders based on algorithmic predictions about who is a foreign agent,111 or challenges to algorithm-driven forensic testing.112 These cases might implicate questions of substantive or procedural due process,113 require “arbitrary and capricious” review, or force courts to decide whether to allow expert testimony about how a given algorithm functions.114 Some scholars have proposed the kinds of explanations courts should seek in certain types of cases,115 but the rubber will hit the road when the courts themselves decide what is needed. Using the tools of the common law, judges can and will productively drive the advancement and fine-tuning of xAI. When deciding xAI-related questions, courts should focus on two principles that can further public law values: maximizing xAI’s ability to help identify errors and biases within the algorithm, and aligning the form of xAI in a given case with the needs of the relevant audiences.

The interest in xAI is not simply a U.S. phenomenon. The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which applies to


113. See Coglianese & Lehr, Governance, supra note 12, at 38-43.

114. Courts already have confronted Daubert issues in the face of a juvenile sentencing algorithm and algorithm-assisted discovery processes. See Moore v. Publicis Groupe, 287 F.R.D. 182, 182–84, 188–89 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) (concluding that using sophisticated algorithmic tools to search for electronically stored information is acceptable and that Daubert did not apply at the search stage of discovery because the documents were not yet being introduced as evidence); AI Now Inst., Litigating Algorithms: Challenging Government Use of Algorithmic Decision Systems 1, 13–14 (2018), https://ainowinstitute.org/litigatingalgorithms.pdf [https://perma.cc/Y5V4-NVRF] (noting that counsel persuaded the judge that past studies had not sufficiently validated a juvenile sentencing algorithm).

115. See, e.g., Kroll et al., supra note 36, at 637 (describing verification methods to ensure algorithms’ procedural regularity).
countries and companies in the European Union, contains provisions requiring what some have termed a “right to an explanation.” Some scholars have interpreted the GDPR to require data controllers who make decisions about individuals based “solely on automated processing” to provide those individuals with meaningful information about the logic involved in that automated decisionmaking. But it remains unclear precisely what the GDPR requires and what steps states and companies must take to meet those requirements. Other countries have enacted their own domestic “explainability” requirements. France, for instance, in its Digital Republic Act, gives individuals a right to an explanation for administrative algorithmic decisions made about those individuals. That law requires the administrative decisionmaker to provide a range of information about the “degree and the mode of contribution of the algorithmic processing to the decision making,” including what data were processed, what the system’s parameters were, and how the algorithm weighted factors. Thus, U.S. common law decisions about xAI are likely to be of interest not only to U.S. federal and state judges but to foreign judges and administrative officials as well.

Nor are courts the only government actors that must navigate the costs and benefits of xAI. Congress may demand and shape the use of xAI across industries or within government via legislation, and it may also demand the use of xAI in briefings by executive agencies, including the intelligence community. Any statute regulating the use of xAI, however, necessarily must be crafted at a high level of generality. That statute may capture the basic values that Congress wants xAI to advance, but such a statute may struggle to endure in this quickly shifting landscape. Further, the likelihood that Congress will be able to act in this space is limited, if its recent actions on complicated technology issues are any guide.
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Common law xAI thus offers real promise as we head deeper into the age of algorithms. Courts will only be able to work xAI issues at the edges, looking across legal categories to draw on xAI developments in different doctrinal areas, but that work—and the response to that work by the creators and users of machine learning algorithms—may get us where we need to be.